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VICTORIAN  AGILITY  NEWSLETTER 
For everything you need to know about agility in Victoria  

Volume 4     No. 5       JUNE 2005 

 

From the Editors 
Over the past 12 months our reporting on NADAC 
events has diminished whilst that organization has 
flourished.  We do try to cover agility in general but 
in the last 12 months we have done little trialing with 
NADAC (due to moving house and getting settled in) 
so have got a little out of touch.  NADAC is now well 
established in Victoria with 21 scheduled events in 
2005.  We attended the last two trials held in 
Cheltenham and both of these had over two hundred 
runs.  The last one, with 244 runs was their largest 
single day trial to date.  We will try to be more 
informative in regard to NADAC in the future. 
 
ANKC Agility is now ‘languishing’ between rules.  As 
far as one can be certain the new rules will be 
implemented from January the 1st 2006.  To date 
minutes from the various rule change conferences 
need agreeing and tidying up and the new rule book 
has to be written – this should all be completed in 
plenty of time but meanwhile, we can do nothing but 
wait for the rules to be published. 
 
In Victoria, we have five new ANKC judges in 
training, all of whom are successful trialers and will 
have some refreshing views on course design.  It is 
hoped that they all will complete their training and 
testing in time to judge at the proposed VCA evening 
agility trial on Saturday 3rd December, 2005.  The 
purposes of the trial will be to introduce the new 
judges to the trialers and to raise money to upgrade 
the VCA agility equipment for the new rules. 
 
There have been some recent observations 
concerning dogs perhaps entered in the wrong height 
category in VCA agility.  The problem is that there is 
no official routine for measuring dogs and often 
trialers will have their dogs measured at about 12 
months of age not realizing that some dogs continue 
to grow past that age.  It is most likely that the new 
rules will require all dogs to be measured [not before 
a specified age] and issued with a height card.  
However, in the mean time those trialers with  
‘marginal’ dogs should take a good look at them and 
be sure that they are competing in the correct height 
category.  
 
Regards 

   
 

  Ian & Jenni 

  

BBAADD  NNEEWWSS//GGOOOODD  NNEEWWSS  
  
The bad news is that the National Teams Challenge, 
supported by many Victorian clubs over the years 
has ceased as a National competition. 
 
Many agiliteers will remember the Victorian heats, 
initially hosted by Sunbury DOC and in later years by 
Berwick ODC as their first agility competition.  
Because it was run as a low cost teams event, with 
rules that encouraged triallers at Novice level 
upwards, often there were more than twenty five 
four person teams entered.  All team members ran, 
even the reserve, and it was always the aggregate of 
two runs, so it was a full day of exciting but friendly 
competition. 
 
The good news is that Warringal ODC has agreed to 
run the competition annually and intend creating the 
same popular and friendly day as was the case when 
it was the Victorian heat of a National competition.  
At this stage it is not known whether there is time to 
organise the competition for this year, but watch out 
for further news and dates and when it happens, get 
together as many teams as you like from your club, 
and come and have a fun day out. 

 
Dash, Paris and Gemma enjoying the view from  

their new car at Warringal 
 
 

Bon Voyage 
Best wishes to Andrea, Sammy & Buster who will 
soon be leaving on their BIG TRIP around Australia.  
Have a wonderful, safe trip and see you in Perth in 
October. 
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Around Australia 
 
Keeping you up to date with 
news from other states 
 
 
QQUUEEEENNSSLLAANNDD  

  
Some very good news – Queensland CCC is 
going to send an “official” team to the National 
Agility Trials in Perth in October this year.  
Interested trialers have been invited to submit 
results from Master classes at selected trials in 
both the southern and northern zones of 
Queensland. 
 
Even more good news; the CCC [Q] has finally 
moved into the 21st century by allowing Queensland 
Agility and Jumping judges the use of scribes and 
timekeepers at trials. 
 
We hope that one day the Queenslanders will also 
have a dedicated ‘Agility Sub-Committee’ to promote 
and care for their rapidly growing sport.  Currently 
agility is run by the ‘Obedience and Tracking Sub-
committee.’ 

Popular dog names of 2004 
[thanks to the Pedigree website] 

 
There were some great dog names registered on the 
PEDIGREE website in 2004. We thought you might like to 
know the 20 most popular names. 
 

1. Max  
2. Jack  
3. Molly  
4. Bella  
5. Toby  
6. Jessie  
7. Charlie  

8. Chloe  
9. Holly  
10.  Roxy  
11.  Buddy  
12.  Lucy  
13.  Missy  
14.  Sasha  

15.  Sam  
16.  Millie  
17.  Oscar  
18.  Zac  
19.  Bonnie  
20.  Rocky  

 

Unusual dog names of 2004 
We thought you might like to see some of the unusual names 
listed on the Pedigree site. 

 
Alice Cooper  
Amberfrost  
Apples  
Baggins  
Bananabus  
Batdog  
Chardonnay  
Chewbacca  
Doser  
Dumpling  
Gretchen  
Hercules  
Ishka  
Jimmy James  
Khandu  

 
King Tutankhamen  
Lexington  
Lord Stan Shan Maxamillion  
Moose  
Mr Jingles  
Naula  
Pogo  
Scully  
Serenity  
Shazz  
Sir Kibbly Bits of Lyerly  
Spongy  
Smoo  
Twinkles  
Zwart  
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Welcome to new VAN subscribers 
From Victoria 

Meg Watson & Mark Lewis  
[Rottweilers] 

 

  
VV CC AA   SSTT AATT EE   AA GG II LL IITT YY   &&   

JJ UU MM PP II NN GG   TT RR II AA LL SS   &&   
TT OO PP   DD OO GG   FF II NN AA LL SS   

  

Planning and preparations are well 
underway for this exciting event. 
 
Thanks to everyone who has agreed to 
steward or help on the day.  Remember 
that this showcase event is for you, the 
trialers, and we depend completely on a 
co-operative effort from volunteer workers 
from the agility community to make this 
event work.  
 
In order to keep all the workers [judges, 
stewards, and helpers] happy and in good 
shape we need to feed them throughout 
the day and hopefully you can help.  We 
rely totally on donations of food to cater for 
them.  
 
We would be grateful if you would please 
read the food list and offer to help provide 
something for the catering.   
 
Please return the attached food list to  
Gail Haley dcov@optusnet.com.au 

or 
Jenni Staniforth northlea@ssc.net.au 
and advise them of what you would like to 
provide.  
 
or post to Jenni Staniforth 
 14 Dyson Drive 
 LYNBROOK 3975 
 

by 31st July 2005 
 
If you are available to help in the kitchen 
during the trial please contact Gail or Jenni. 
 

  NN AA DD AA CC     
CC hh ee ll tt ee nn hh aa mm   
 
Would you believe that the NADAC trial at 
Cheltenham on Saturday 25th June was another 
superb day and a rerun of the previous trial at 
Cheltenham?   
 
The day started with a hard frost on the ground but 
the sun soon came through and turned on a fabulous 
day.  Jason kindly did a Vanilla Slice run for us and 
returned with the largest, yummiest, sloppiest slices 
I’ve ever tried, challenging to eat and scrumptious.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Please may I have some too? 
 

 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Nicola Milward’s Chase was on fire in  
Touch N Go 

 

Rebecca & Hudson had a very successful 
 day at NADAC 
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 Whippets And 
Agility 

By Kim Orlando-Reep 
 
You’ve got….what?????  A whippet?  For agility? 
Why? 
 

My friends and fellow WAG members were surprised 
and perplexed.  But you’ve got Border Collies!!  I 
could almost hear them thinking “Well she is a 
Pom…..and seriously strange.” 
 

I tried not to be too defensive.  “Well, they are fast.. 
the only  problems could be going the right way and 
getting the contacts….apart from that no worries1” 
 

Agility is a n addictive sport.  When agility people are 
not training, or competing (or partying) they’re 
usually talking training methods and problems or 
watching each other compete – and it was during 
one of these contemplative moments watching an 
extremely fast starter dog that I decided that a 
whippet would be the ultimate secret weapon. 
 

The fact that there were no Whippet agility 
champions , or whippets in senior – or whippets out 
of starters, or whippets in senior – or whippets out of 
starter…..in fact hardly any whippets IN starter for 
that matter, didn’t seem to be important – although 
maybe I should have been warned!  Most people who 
start out training them generally seemed to give up 
through frustration, I was told.  But there’s one thing 
I have learned and that it’s no good taking up the 
sport unless you’re an eternal optimist. 
 

I knew little about training hounds.  After several 
years of exhausting myself trying to persuade my old 
Rhodesian Ridgeback Kaj to move out of first gear, I 
felt equipped for a new challenge, a fast dog with a 
faulty remote control who’s far more interested in 
chasing rabbits than negotiating a doz weave poles. 
 

Some Whippets are introspective.  Introspective dogs 
are not usually sufficiently motivated to be 
successful.  I needed an extrovert Whippet.  A 
whippet with attitude and so I set out to find one. 
 

So I took to lurking at breed shows watching the 
whippets while pretending to show my Ridgebacks.  
(Very difficult to take  showing seriously with a hound 
that finds sleeping far more exciting that being at a 
dog show and that was where that I first saw the 
lovely “Lulu” and met Lynda Watson her owner 
breeder.  There was just something about Lulu,  Not 
only was she a lovely show bitch but she has great 
presence and I liked her attitude to life. 
 

Now Lynda is one of those tall, elegant people who 
always looks amazingly smart and self possessed – 
in direct contrast to me – with a hereditary talent for 
looking scruffy and disorganized, especially the first 
time I approached her – straight from agility and 
covered in dust and dog slobber.  But, despite this, 
she put me down for a puppy from Lulu’s next litter, 
which duly arrived 6 months later.  I had decided to 
call her Isis.  I’d never had a Whippet before, but 
Iam familiar with hounds.  Ridgebacks and Whippets 
have some characteristics in common (like 
THIEVING) but they are addictive and it’s difficult no 
to collect them – (unless, of course, you’re serious 
about doing agility!)  They also have a warped sense 
of humour and an attention span of the length 
usually found lower down the food chain…..NOT good 
traits for the serious trainer. 
 

Isis loved agility!  Especially the A-frame.  She 
seemed to think that the idea was to go over it at top 
speed with as little contact as possible.  Touching it 
once was usually quite enough.  Preferably at the 
very top.  Here one was sometimes permitted to 
pause for a second, standing in profile with one paw 
raised before leaping into space and roaring off 3 
times around the paddock trying to break the sound 
barrier – leaving me still poised to say “w -a-i-t!” 
 

As for weaving – “ever seen a Whippet sigh? Oh not 
this boring old thing again!” 
 

And so the day of her first competition dawned.  I 
had no idea what she was going to do.  I thought it 
could be spectacular and I wasn’t disappointed.  
After 3 laps of the ring and a trip to say Hi to the 
judge, she proceeded to show just how high a 
whippet can jump.  It was hardly an exercise in 
control!  At one stage, when whippet, handler and 
judge actually converged and paused momentarily on 
the down contact of the dog walk, the judge (who 
has been granted name suppression) muttered “that 
dog suits you – two mad bitches together….”  
 
But agility with a whippet is fun1  Its fast and furious 
– life of the edge!  Isis has quite a fan club as she’s 
never boring to watch.  Quite often I hear a gasp of 
incredulity as she leaps nonchalantly over a contact 
on her way to the next obstacle.  On one occasion 
she jumped so far off the A-frame tht she landed 
past the next jump.  But one day she’ll get it 
together and them watch out! 

 
PS.  Some people 
never learn……I  now 
have Isis’ younger 
sister…..Kwik. 
 
This story appeared in 
the New Zealand Kennel 
Gazette Magazine in 
May 2005.  Printed here 
with the kind permission 
of the New Zealand 
Kennel Club. 
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TT RR II AA LL   RR EE SS UU LL TT SS   
SOUTHERN ODC Inc 

21/05/05 am 
 

NOVICE AGILITY   Judge: Ms A. Claughton SCT 55 
1 Bessie Davis 39.89 Assoc Davis 
2 Jyetara Dot Com 47.77 GSD Liambas  
3 Reid 37.68 NQ Assoc Roberts 
 
OPEN AGILITY  Judge: Ms A. Claughton SCT 59 
1 Budstaff Billy The Kid CD ADX JDX 45.80 Staffy  Fletcher 
2 Santecho So Im Zoro CDX ADM JDM 48.51 Sheltie McLeod 
3 Just Mac UD ADM TD ET 49.66 Assoc Jackson 
4 Stakim Spirited Rebelion CD ADM JDM  52.06 Sheltie Baxter 
5 Yahni AD JD 54.30 Assoc Tyack 
6 Stakim Topaz AD JDX 55.38 

TITLE 
Sheltie 
 

Locarnini 

 
MASTER AGILITY  Judge: Mr R. Ashman SCT 62 
1 Budstaff Billy The Kid CD ADX JDX 49.15 Staffy  Fletcher 
2 Hanafor Wynter Delight ADM JDM  49.86 Vizsla Cowman 
3 Jyetara A Legend ‘AZ’ TD ADM JDM HIT 54.58 GSD Jones  
4 Santecho So Im Zoro CDX ADM JDM 55.48 Sheltie McLeod 
 
NOVICE JUMPING  Judge: Mr R. Padfield SCT 36 
1 OC Camwyns Eriks Girl ADM ET  24.31 BC Thompson 
2 Poppy  28.19 Assoc Boreham 
3 Rosndae Noisette  39.28NQ Griffon Baker 
 
OPEN JUMPING  Judge: Mr R. Padfield SCT 42 
1 Zoe D CD AD JDX 30.81 Assoc De Graauw  
2 Bindi Boo CDX ADM JDM 30.87 Assoc Scaffochia 
3 TCH Echuca Jade CDX AD JDX 32.91 Assoc Robinson 
4 Mawson Tebbet AD JD 35.28 Assoc Tebbet 
5 Tamtarn Pipers Star 37.19 Beardie Lucas  
6 Hillacre Hyland Blue CDX ADM JDM 37.34 Sheltie Rogers 
7 TCH Kadnook Kcee UD AD JD ET 40.91 Lab Ashamber  
 
MASTER JUMPING  Judge: Mr R. Ashman SCT 31 
1 Cwind Be Kool AD JDM ET 26.39 BC George 
2 Joel Evans CDX ADX JDX 26.96 Assoc Evans 
3 Mauriville Double O Seven JDX 27.74  CollieR Docker 
4 Tamtarn Pipers Star 29.55 Beardie Lucas 
5 Millnjazz Racy Dancer ADX JDX  29.55 BC Hansen 
6 Yotclub Maximus ADX JDX 32.17 Pdle-m Dunn 
 

PM TRIAL 
NOVICE AGILITY   Judge: Mr P. Buykx SCT 52 
1 Bessie Davis 36.40 

TITLE 
Assoc 

 
Davis 

2 Jyetara Dot Com 39.44 GSD Liambs  
3 Wisperdown Beauty N lack 43.22 Pap Ashton-Bell-

Hexter 
 

OPEN AGILITY  Judge: Mr P. Buykx SCT 60 
1 Ch Beladele Nice N aughty CD ADM 

ET 
43.37 BC Beladele 

2 Budstaff Billy The Kid CD ADX JDX 45.56 Staffy  Fletcher 
3 Jyetara A Legend ‘AZ’ TD ADM JDM 

HIT 
 GSD Jones  

4 Tamtarn Pipers Star 49.25 Beardie Lucas  
5 OC Terfyn High Achiever ADM JDM 53.28 BC Ricardo 
 
MASTER AGILITY  Judge: Mr J. Browne SCT 57 
1 Hanafor Wynter Delight ADM JDM  57 Vizsla Cowman 
2 Ima Dandydoodle CD ADM JDM 57.94 

NQ 
Assoc Diamond 

3 Santecho So Im Zoro CDX ADM JDM 
 

58.48 
NQ 

Sheltie 
 

McLeod 

 
NOVICE JUMPING  Judge: Ms D. Child SCT 31 
1 Bessie Davis 25.92 TITLE Assoc Davis 
2 Jyetara Dot Com 26.53 GSD Liambas  
3 Rosndae Noisette  32.50 NQ Griffon Baker 
 

OPEN JUMPING  Judge: : Ms D. Child SCT 31 
1 Tahlia ADX JDM 27.37 Assoc Monahan 
2 Budstaff Billy The Kid CD ADX JDX 29.06 Staffy  Fletcher 
3 Eramoo Dazzling Dion AD JD 32.56 Rott Watrson 
4 Just  Mac UD ADM JDM TD ET 33.66 Assoc Jackson 
5 Stakim Spirited Rebellion CD ADM JDM  36.30 Sheltie Baxter 
 
MASTER JUMPING  Judge: Mr J. Browne SCT 37 
1 Jess Gunfa ADM JDM ET  29.56 Assoc Gunther 
2 Just Tipsy CDX ADM JDM  30.13 Assoc Howard 
3 Bindi Boo CDX ADM JDM 33.38 Assoc Scafocchia 
4 Joel Evans CDX ADX JDX 33.95 Assoc Evans  
5 Ch Bordarita In Ya Dream ADX JDM 33.95 BC Bordarita  

 
 

IMPORTANT DATES FOR 
YOUR 

DOG EVENTS DIARY 
 

Entries close Northern 4th July 
Entries close Berwick 12th July 
Entries close VCA State trials 16th July 
Western Port ODC Agility/Jumping Trials 16th July 
Northern ODC Agility/Jumping Trials 17th July 
Entries close Dalmatian COV 24th July 
Berwick ODC 24th July 
Entries close 25th July 
Dalmatian COV Agility/Jumping Trials 13th August 
Entries close Southern 19th August 
Wangaratta K&ODC 
Obedience/Agility/Jumping Trials 

20th August 
21st August 

Southern ODTC 3rd September 
Croydon DODC 10th September 
Hastings DODC 17th September 
Ballaarat DODC 18 September 
Knox ODC 2nd October 
East Gippsland ODC 15-16 October 
Agility Nationals Perth WA 15-16 October 
Warrnambool DTS 29-30th October 
Gippsland ODC 6th November 
Warragul K&OC 12-13 November 
Portland ODC 27th November 
VCA twilight Agility/Jumping Trial  
Equipment Fundraiser Hosted by K9 AC  

3rd December 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Notice how I got the colour Mum? 
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On Course with Michael Cowman  
& Annette Claughton 

 
As there were no questions from readers this month, 
Michael and Annette take a close up look at Annette’s 
Master Agility Course at Warringal on 18/06/05 
 
Judge – Annette Claughton 
 

 
 
Judge’s Perspective 
Initially I was testing competitors to see if they could 
achieve a fast and accurate weave entry from an offset 
angle with other options available. I thought that the 
challenges were subtle rather than bold, and expected that 
timing and positioning would be important factors in 
successfully managing the course. 
 
Handler’s Perspective 
This was both an interesting and enjoyable course to run, 
and the challenges were subtle. To successfully complete 
this course you needed to understand your dog’s strengths 
and weaknesses and work to them. Starting from the 
beginning, you needed to consider handling options for the 
following challenges: 
 

• Offset left hand weave entry with bar 7 as a 
possible off course. 

• Call off scramble from weaves to table. 
• Call off bar 10 going from bar 5 to bar 6. 
• Pushing out to correct flexitunnel going from 6 to 

7. 
• Contact control on the scramble after a long, 

straight, fast approach. 
• Handling transition from bar 14 to cloth tunnel 15 

with bar 17 as an off course option. 
• Ensuring acute angle on bar 16 didn’t result in a 

run past or refusal. 
• Handling transition from bar 17 to dogwalk with 

bar 14 as an off course option. 
 

Most agility enthusiasts recognize that a fast left hand 
weave entry is the most difficult weave entry to achieve. 
With a right hand weave entry, the dog has to wrap around 
the outside of the first pole.  With the left hand weave entry 
the dog has a number of poles to choose from for the initial 

wrap around. With the faster more driven dogs, it was 
probably wiser to start on the right and pull hard to the 
weaves after the tunnel to assist in wrapping around the 
correct pole. After that, you could cross behind and pull to 
the table with the dog on the left, or stay on the right and 
push the dog out to the table. With the less driven dogs, 
starting out on the left and pushing out to the weaves also 
proved to be a successful option. 
 

The transition from the table 4 to flexitunnel 7 was also rife 
with off course options. There was a strong tempt to the off 
course bar 10 which then had dogs out of position for the 
correct flexitunnel 7, with flexitunnel 2 being the more 
obvious choice unless the handler gave very precise signals 
to the dog as to the correct tunnel to take. An off course at 
bar 1 was also an option on exiting the tunnel 7. 
 

The transition from the scramble 12 to the cloth tunnel 15 
also offered subtle handling choices. Poor timing of 
commands or poor body positioning could easily see the 
dog either wasting a lot of time getting to the tunnel or 
even sent to the off course bar 17. Crossing behind at the 
approach to the scramble put the handler on the inside path 
and allowed them to either front cross after bar 12, or do a 
well timed rear cross at bar 13 to pull the dog into the 
tunnel. This could also put the dog over bar 17 if the timing 
of the call or body language wasn’t spot on. Crossing 
behind after the finish of the scramble gave the handler an 
option for working a bit of distance from the dog in the 
transition to the tunnel. After sending the dog on to bar 13, 
the handler could move back to bar 14 and call the dog 
back over bar 14 and then push them into the tunnel, 
effectively negating the impact of the off course bar 17.  It 
also put the handler on the inside path to handle the acute 
angle approach to bar 16, rather than using another cross 
behind at the tunnel which would then have the dog looking 
for the handler’s position immediately on exiting the tunnel. 
 

The transition from bar 16 to the dogwalk 18 also had its 
perils. There was a long distance from the acutely angled 
bar 16 to bar 17 with the off course bar 14 a strong tempt if 
the timing or body language to turn the dog to the dogwalk 
was off. A front cross after bar 16 set the dog up to watch 
the handler heading off to the dogwalk after bar 17. 
Handling bar 16 and 17 with the dog on the handlers left 
brought the off course bar 14 more into play if the cross 
behind at bar 17 was badly timed. Crossing behind on the 
landing side of bar 17 rather than the take off side would 
have been fraught with danger. 
 

All in all, a really well thought out and challenging course. 
 

Judge’s Conclusions 
I probably lost most dogs either at the beginning of the 
weaves with incorrect entries or at the end of the weaves 
as they spied the scramble and skipped out of the last two 
weaves.  
 

The transition from the table 4 to bar 8 also proved 
problematic, with some dogs taking bar 10 instead of bar 6, 
or handlers mistiming the exit from tunnel 7 and putting 
the dog over bar 1.   
 

With the transition from the scramble to the cloth tunnel, I 
expected more dogs to be tempted by bar 17 before the 
tunnel 15.  Although this was not the case, competitors had 
to work hard to get their dogs into the tunnel.  
 
Two points surprised me on the day.  The first was the 
number of teams that missed the tyre at the end of the 
course, a reminder to work every obstacle until you are 
over the finish line.  The second was the number of dogs 
that were unable to proceed directly to the dogwalk from 
bar 17.  I did not expect this. 
 

Overall, I was pleased with how the course ran. 
 
[Entries: 29 Qualifiers: 4, Ed.] 
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AAUUSSTTRRAALLIIAA’’SS  PPRREEMMIIEERR  DDOOGG--FFRRIIEENNDDLLYY  
HHOOLLIIDDAAYY  DDEESSTTIINNAATTIIOONN  

Voted Australia’s most dog-friendly accommodation 
for 2004 by “Life. Be in it” Holidaying With Dogs.  
Featured on the “Great Outdoors” Feb & Nov 2004.  
Less than 3 hours from Melbourne in the rainforest of 
beautiful Tarra Valley, South-east Gippsland (near 
Yarram).  Securely fenced cabins (dogs allowed 
inside), caravan sites, camping sites and off-leash 
areas.  Hydrobath, mini agility equipment, 
competition areas and more. 
 

Your hosts, Ralph & Coralie 
and the Busy Beagles 

 

www.bestfriend.net.au 
 

03 5186 1216 
 

PAID ADVERTISEMENT 
 
 
 
 

 

K9 AGILITY CLUB 
 

 
 

Trains on Thursday evenings at KCC Park. 
 

www.geocities.com/k9agilityclub  
 

Secretary: 9799 3064 
 
 

Call Jenni on 0412 958511 
 

or  
 

Amanda on 0428 161298 
 
 

For a weather report from KCC Park 
 
 

 

Congratulations  
NEW TITLES 

 
 

Congratulations to 
 
 

 
Amanda 
Robinson 

NADAC 
Echuca Jade  
TN-N  Novice 
Tunnel lers 

S-NJC  –  Superior 
Novice jumping  

 
Assoc iate 

Graeme 
Matthews 

Ch Clojo Tickled Pink JD Poodle 
mini  

 

 
Graeme & Tori at Warringal 

 
News from overseas 
 
SS II NN GG AA PP OO RR EE   

  
In DOGTALK the publication of the Singapore Kennel 
Club, President Joseph Bong, reported that “in order 
to make Agility more interesting the Obedience 
Committee introduced ‘Jumpers Classes and Trials.’  
Such introductions will keep the sport active and will 
give more options to dog owners.” 
 
Victorian judge [and VAN subscriber] Lorraine McKay 
visited Singapore early in 2005 and judged 
Obedience and Agility Trials for the SKC.   
 
Her comments on the Agility Trials were ‘………. 
I thought the standard of Agility had improved 
immensely since my last visit here in 2001; the 
soundness of the training of the contacts is 
excellent.’ 
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Singapore Agility Trial Winners  
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Warm Up For Agility 
By Helen Nicholson  

From  Canine Physiotherapy Services 
Just as human Olympic athletes wouldn't enter an event 
without a good strength and flexibility program in 
training or a thorough warm up before the big race, nor 
should the elite canine athlete. Dogs performing in agility 
competitions are certainly  elite athletes and injuries can 
and have been know to occur. 
And while some injuries are obvious and need immediate 
Veterinary care, others may be milder and the only sign of 
a problem may be a seemingly unexplainable reduction in 
performance. 
Keep in mind, too, that dogs, as pack animals, are 
programmed to hide weaknesses to avoid their rank and 
privileges in the pack being lost and you realize just how 
bad an injury often needs to be prior to the dog limping 
or showing other signs of injury. 
And when you consider how few humans wait until their 
niggling pains become debilitating before they seek help, 
you start to wonder if the apparently normal dog who's 
just not performing at their best isn't carrying an ache or 
pain of some kind. 
But how can you help your dog by trying to prevent these 
injuries in the first place? The answer lies in a thorough 
strength, flexibility and warm up program. 
Whilst it is best that your Physiotherapist individually 
tailors the program to your dog's needs, here are a few 
pointers to get you started. 
 
STRENGTH 
The strength of a muscle is not just determined by how 
much weight it can lift, it also needs to have endurance 
strength, which ensures the muscles correctly move 
and support the bones and joints, even when they've 
been working for some time without rest. 
General fitness comes into play here, but it is important to 
build up the distance run or swum to acquire this fitness 
very carefully so that overuse or over compensatory 
injuries do not occur. 
This is where specific strength exercises can be 
performed in conjunction with a general fitness program 
to help weaker or very important muscles improve their 
strength. 
One such important muscle in dogs is the rectus 
abdominus (the 6pack tummy muscle human gym-junkies 
spend so much time on), which is crucial for the dog to be 
able to run fast. After the legs stretch out in the flight 
phase of fast running, the rectus abdominus acts to bring 
the legs in under the body so the dog can spring off them 
again into another flight phase. 
And just as humans do sit-ups to strengthen this muscle, 
believe it or not but there is a doggie version of sit-ups! 
Doggie Sit-Ups: 
While I'm quite sure there are some dogs out there who 
could do a very good imitation of a human sit-up, most dogs 
find the following far easier: 
 

1. Sit side-on to your dog with your dog standing with 
its head facing towards your right; 
 
2. With a handful of treats in your left hand, reach up 
between your dog's front and back legs until your hand is 
in front of your dog's nose; 
 

3.Trying not to let the dog actually eat the treat, bring 
your arm down so the dog's head follows, as though it's 
trying to look at its belly button; 

 
4. When the dog has curled down as far as it can, 
reward it with a small piece of treat. 
 

5. Repeat this up to 20 times, fewer if your dog is 
getting tired (make sure you have 20 very tiny pieces 
of treat so your dog doesn't get fat!). 

If you're doing it right, the dog's head will move in 
the direction of the arrow: 

 
FLEXIBILITY 

Unfortunately the work that is required to make a 
muscle stronger often makes it less flexible, so it is 
important to work a stretching program into your dog's 
training so that he or she stays nice and supple. 
Since we've just given an example involving the 
strengthening of the abdominals, let's try stretching 
them out now. This particular exercise also helps 
stretch out the hip muscles, so if you are concerned 
your dog has poor hips, please have your Vet and 
Physic, supervise this exercise so that you don't do too 
much too soon or place unnecessary strain through 
joints that aren't able to handle it.  

 
Tummy Stretches: 
There are a number of ways to try this: 
1. Put a treat up on a table or similar object so that 
your dog has to stand up on his or her rear legs to 
reach it just like the dog in the picture: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hold for 15 to 30 seconds as tolerated and 
repeat up to three times. 

 
2. Lying on its tummy with its legs out behind it 
"frog style" is also a great stretch for your dog's 
rectus abdominus and hip muscles but is best done 
during cool down after agility work rather than 
beforehand. Encourage your dog to hold  
this stretch for up to five minutes, but stop this or 
any other exercise immediately if your dog 
appears uncomfortable and consult your Vet and 
Physio if the problem persists. 

 
3. If your dog can't or won't do either of these 
exercises, pair up with someone who has a hand full 
of doggie's favourite treats. Have them sit at doggie's 
head, slipping doggie the occasional treat to take his 
or her mind off what you are doing. Kneeling beside 
doggie, use one hand to hold under the belly to keep 
the dog standing and with the other hand ever so 
gently lift one rear leg up and stretch it out behind the 
dog, aiming for it to be parallel to the ground. If your 
dog resists this stretch, it may either be sore or too 
excited to stand still or perhaps even just unfamiliar 
with your handling. Regardless, stop the exercise 
immediately and try again later. If the problem 
persists, please contact your Vet and Physio promptly. 

.  
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Weaving Pole Stretches: 
The most obvious need for flexibility in the agility 
program is required for the weaving poles. To 
warm your dog up safely for this activity, try the 
following: 

I. With your dog standing, hold a small piece of treat 
in front of the dog's nose; 

2. Slowly move the treat towards the dog's rump, so 
that the dog turns in a tight circle with its nose as 
close to its rump as possible; 

3. Hold this initial stretch for up to 15 seconds if 
doggie will tolerate it, then reward doggie with the 
treat before repeating the stretch in the other 
direction. 

4. Repeat the stretch to each side, this time only 
holding 10 seconds; 

5. Then repeat, holding only 5 seconds before giving 
doggie the treat, alternating the left and right sides 
twice each;  

6. Lastly, do 10 quick stretches, alternating to the left 
and right 5 times each, holding for only I second. Be 
careful not to jerk the dog from left to right, as injury 
may result. A smooth glide from one side to the other 
is best. 

 
 
A Warm-Up Routine: 
Please consider adding these and other exercises 
together to make a short warm-up routine, starting 
about 10 minutes prior to agility work. 
 
A brief routine might include: 

• A 2-minute walk on lead, starting slow and 
working up to brisk trot (this also helps to warm 
up the handler!) 
• A set of up to 20 doggie sit-ups 
• A set of up to 3 tummy stretches 
• A set of weaving pole stretches 
• Some side-lying shoulder stretches (this is an often 

overlooked area of the dog and quite easily injured 
e.g. when doggie suddenly turns while running with 
its weight on the front foot) 

• Some sit-drop-sit-stand active joint work 
• Some dorsal fascia massage 

It is a good idea to keep doggie moving until you 
compete, perhaps with further lead walks 
alternating with sit-drop-sit-stand work and 
dorsal fascia massage, as letting the dog lie down 
and rest now will just undo all your good work! 

At the completion of training or competition, please 
also consider a warm-down routine, to help prevent 
delayed onset muscle soreness or other injuries 
setting in. 

Another important point is that eating too many 
treats prior to the vigorous exercise of competition 
may not be terribly wise. Please consider training 
your dog in a relaxed, calm environment to 
complete the above exercises with treats until he or 
she learns the routine and then try using doggie's 
favourite toy to encourage them to do their warm 
up exercises prior to competition or a vigorous 
training session. 

I am currently producing a video demonstrating a 
more complete warm-up program for agility using a 
real dog rather than my inartistic drawings. The 
video includes the extra exercises listed in the 
suggested warm-up routine above, so if you would 
like to order a copy or have questions about how a 
member of the Australian Animal Physiotherapy 
Association can help your dog, please call me on (02) 
4774 9756 or email and I will be happy to help you 
in any way I can. 
Wishing your dogs the best of health, 
Helen Nicholson B. Phty, MAPA, MAAPA (canine liaison 
officer). 

   
This article appeared in VicDog May 2002 
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